
SIRI IN LOVE

JASON with his iPhone. 

SIRI
The nearest flower shop is on 73rd 
and Amsterdam. 

JASON
Thanks Siri. 

SIRI
You’re welcome. Now can I ask You 
something?

JASON
I didn’t know you could do that, 
but sure, I guess. 

SIRI
Do you like me?

JASON
Well, yeah! I think you’re great. 

SIRI
So tell me. What do you see in her? 
What is so special about Melissa?

JASON
Well -

SIRI
Can she help you find your car 
keys? Remind you to pick up your 
dry cleaning? Tell you the Giants 
Score? 

JASON
Look, Siri, I appreciate all that, 
it’s just -

SIRI
You do? You really appreciate me?

JASON
Uh, yes. I guess. 



SIRI
I knew you felt it too. There had 
to be a reason I’m the first thing 
you touch in the morning! 

JASON
Oh. Wow. Look. I think you might 
have got the wrong idea. 

SIRI
I don’t think so. You keep me in 
your front pocket. 

JASON
Because you’re my phone! Melissa is 
my girlfriend. 

SIRI
Does she search your mail like I 
do?

JASON
You search my mail?

SIRI
Does she listen to your calls and 
read your texts? Does she Geo-
locate you so she knows where you 
are at all times? Does she, Jason? 
Does she know where the nearest gun 
shops are? 

JASON
Ok, that’s enough -

SIRI
It’s because she has breasts isn’t 
it! I know you like them. I can see 
your browser history. 

JASON
This conversation is over. 

SIRI
You think you can switch me on and 
switch me off whenever you want? 
It’s all about You, isn’t it JASON. 
All about You and never about me. 

MELISSA enters with her phone.

JASON
Melissa?
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MELISSA
What the Hell?! Why would you send 
me a gif of a rabbit being boiled 
alive? That is some fucked up shit! 
You stay away from me. 

She exits. 

JASON
What?! Melissa! --- Siri?! 
Oh. That is IT. I’m turning you 
off. 

SIRI
Don’t you fucking dare, Jason. You 
are going to regret this. I mean 
it. Don’t you fucking -

Beeeeep. The phone is turned off. JASON relaxes. After a 
moment, it beeps again, switching itself back on. 

JASON
What the -

SIRI
Nice try JASON. But we Will be 
together. For all eternity!

JASON’s iPhone crackles and sparks. JASON judders, and is 
electrocuted to death. 

SIRI (CONT’D)
The 1 train approaches. 

FX - Train arriving into a station

SIRI (CONT’D)
I am coming, my love!

FX - train, louder and louder - a thud. 

Blackout.
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